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Abstract. This paper is a survey about semantic wikis and the use of semantic Web technologies by wiki engines. First, it
presents the main notions related to semantic wikis. Then, twelve active semantic wiki projects are compared, according to
various viewpoints such as knowledge representation philosophy, use of semantic Web standards and system usability. Finally,
a formal concept analysis approach is carried out to provide a guideline for the choice of semantic wiki engine, given a set of
needed features. In conclusion, the paper argues about semantic wiki issues such as the weaknesses of some semantic wiki engine
interoperability.
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1. Introduction

Conceived in 1995 by Ward Cunningham, wikis
are Websites for creating and collaborative editing of
content in a simple way [32]. Wikipedia’s popularity
demonstrates the importance of such systems. Mean-
while, development of the semantic Web since the
early 2000s opened up new perspectives: it aims at cre-
ating an intelligent internet where data are transformed
into knowledge usable by machines. Thus were born
semantic wikis, whose characteristic is to formalize the
content of articles, including typed relations between
them. Many semantic wiki engines have emerged since
2003, with more or less follow-up and success. French
Semantic Web site [23] count 39 semantic wiki engine
projects, with 13 active projects.

The article purpose is to compare those different
systems by studying their characteristics dealing with
the use of semantic Web technologies and the er-
gonomics. Section 2 defines semantic wiki notions and
the two main approaches,wikis for ontologiesandon-
tologies for wikis, and then gives applications from
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Fig. 1. Mediawiki’s wikitext and its result.

several domains. Section 3 introduces main semantic
wiki engines and Section 4 compares them by using a
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) approach. Section 5
summaries the survey and draws some conclusions.

2. What is a semantic wiki?

2.1. From wikis to semantic wikis

Traditional wikis are usually based on a set of ed-
itable pages, organized into categories and connected
by hyperlinks. They became the symbol of interactivity
promoted through Web 2.0. One of the founding prin-
ciples of wikis, which is also the principal vector of
their popularity, is their ease of use. Wikis are created
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and maintained through specific content management
systems, the wiki engines. Many languages, known as
wikitexts, have emerged to enable structuring, layout,
and links between articles. Each system usually has its
own wikitext, as can be seen on Figure 1. At this point,
an idea has emerged: to exploit stored pieces of knowl-
edge automatically.

Indeed, a limit of exploitation of wikis is illustrated
by the questioning of the data contained in these pages.
The search is usually through word recognition by
strings, without considering their meanings. For exam-
ple, the system cannot answer a query like: "Give list
of all currently reigning kings." The solution used in
Wikipedia is a manual generation of lists. However, the
manual generation of all the lists answering queries the
users may raise is, at very least, tedious, if not impossi-
ble. This has motivated the introduction of a semantic
layer to wikis.

Since the early 2000s, the emergence of a new vision
of the Web can be witnessed: the semantic Web. This
concept is described in [5], where the authors define
the semantic Web as an extension of the Web that aims
at structuring data in order to represent their meaning.
In other words, the semantic Web relies on formalized
information and metadata that allow computer pro-
grams or agents to reason about such pieces of knowl-
edge. Users are able to find, share, and combine infor-
mation more easily. New standards have emerged to
represent and manage knowledge, such as RDF(S) [28]
and OWL [27].

Semantic wikis are born of the merging of wikis and
the semantic Web. A semantic wiki is similar to a tra-
ditional one in the sense that it is a website where con-
tents are added by users. This content is organized into
editable and searchable pages, accessible to all users.
However, unlike the traditional wiki, the semantic wiki
is not limited to natural language text. It characterizes
the resources and links between them as shown in Fig-
ure 2. This information is formalized and thus become
usable by a machine, through processes of artificial
reasoning.

2.2. Two approaches:Wikis for Ontologiesand
Ontologies for Wikis

For [6], there are two different approaches in the
conception of semantic wikis engines. A majority of
these engines is based on the approach known aswikis
for ontologiesor Wikitology.

The first approach,wikis for ontologies, considers
pages as concepts and links as properties. This is the

Fig. 2. Representation differences between a wiki and a semantic
wiki.

development of the wiki that leads to the development
of an ontology that can be further refined. In such an
approach, flexibility and user freedom are favoured,
but usability of resulting ontologies is not guaranteed.
Indeed, the user should have in mind the already ex-
isting concepts and properties in order to avoid dupli-
cates. For example, nothing prevents a user to create
two relations, “has-for-monarch” and “has-for-king”
having the same semantics. This can burden the knowl-
edge base and have negative consequences for its ho-
mogeneity.

The second approach,ontologies for wikis, needs a
pre-existing ontology. The goal of the wiki engine is
to provide tools for populating the ontology with in-
stances or, sometimes, new classes. These tools consist
most of the time in multiple choices forms and make
use of auto-completion. On one hand, this approach
limits user freedom by, for example, reducing the pos-
sibility to create new type of links. On the other hand,
this approach ensures the coherence of the final ontol-
ogy. In this, the wiki can be seen as a meta-data edi-
tor allowing the population of the ontology. Thus, this
type of wiki engines is more often dedicated to specific
domains that can be formalized.
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2.3. Outstanding features of semantic wikis

The success of semantic wikis depends on their
ability to provide advanced features, aside from fea-
tures found in standard wikis. For example, seman-
tics should support navigation. This is the case for
some systems featuring faceted navigation that guide
users by recommending relevant resources. Moreover,
a semantic wiki should be able to answer advanced
queries. This implies that the engine is able to make
semantic search and not only full text search. Most
of the systems can generate lists of answers thanks to
an inference engine. However, the syntax of advanced
queries can be difficult for non expert users.

Semantic wikis should fully integrate the land-
scape of semantic Web. For achieving that aim, de-
velopments must be compatible with its norms and
standards. Thus, most of the time, annotations are
made with RDF [29] triples, written in different syn-
taxes depending on the system. This allows to cre-
ate RDF(S) or OWL ontologies that can be reused
by other applications. Accordingly, semantic wikis
must propose import/export functionalities. Ontolo-
gies can also be consulted with extern query engines,
such as SPARQL [30] if an endpoint has been thought
out. Knowledge can be stored in specialized systems
known asRDF stores. Meanwhile, some progress are
still to be made in terms of interoperability: most of
the current systems only offer the possibility to start a
semantic wikiex-nihilo or from an existing ontology,
despite the growing number of traditional wikis and
the success of some semantic wiki engines. It could
be interesting to develop methods allowing to integrate
information stored in well-known and rather complete
systems such as Wikipedia. A starting point could be
to transform theDBpedia[12] system which includes
data extraction tools for Wikipedia.

Among other uses, semantic wikis are appreciated
as annotation tools. Although editing can be complex,
this is much more an ergonomic problem and many
wikis offer user friendly characteristics to facilitate the
acquisition of RDF triples : forms, WYSIWYG (What
You See Is What You Get) editors, auto-completion.

From a more technical point of view, wiki systems
are based on a centralized architecture, with a single
database. This means developing strategies to manage
concurrent updates,i.e. simultaneous updates holding
different contents. Peer-to-peer wikis are a solution to
this problem, but few of them consider the semantic
aspects.

Finally, wikis are the core of communities of con-
tributors. That is why specialized wikis are often built
by communities of specialists. As all contributors do
not reach the same level of expertise, or do not have the
same skills using wiki systems, it could be interesting
to work on right management tools for semantic wikis.

2.4. Use cases

Semantic wikis have already been tested in many
application domains. Among them, the education field
has been studied by [17]. In the context of a lesson
on formal languages and automates, a classroom has
been divided into a few groups, each of whom having
to summarize the previous lesson into a semantic wiki.
The teacher interacted with groups using the discus-
sions pages. For the authors, the experience was suc-
cessful as the semantic wiki became a complementary
course material and as the student showed better com-
mitment.

In another context, Wikitaaable [8] is a semantic
wiki used in cooking recipes management. The goal of
the wiki is to build a shared database of recipes, en-
riched by a community of contributors. These latters
can consult, modify, and add formalized recipes, re-
lating them with a hierarchy of ingredients, types of
food, geographical informations (e.g. Chinese food),
etc. The recipes can be annotated and indexed. They
can further be processed by a case-based reasoning in-
ference engine to propose adaptations of recipes.

Semantic wikis also play an important role in indus-
try as shown in [19]. The system described in this pa-
per has been deployed at EDF R&D, the research de-
partment of the French national company of electricity.
It aims at capitalizing knowledge about firms and their
sector of activity. This semantic wiki has been built by
around twenty contributors, all new to the domain of
wikis. The system has provided advanced services, in
particular for the classification of firms thanks to ad-
vanced queries.

Another use case is OpenDrugWiki [13], a seman-
tic wiki in production environments in the field of pro-
fessional pharmacological information in psychiatry.
About 15,000 articles were generated from PsiacOn-
line11, a drug interaction database for psychiatry in
German. All articles have data-type information and
semantic properties which results in about 150k RDF
triples. A useful application for the staff in the lab

1http://www.psiac.de
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is described: given a list of drugs or brand names, it
shows all drug interactions, the biological pathways in-
volved, and the citations on which the displayed infor-
mation is based.

3. Main semantic wiki engines

The objective of this section is to present the seman-
tic wiki engines that are the most popular and/or the
more innovative. Since this survey is focused on the
collaborative approach of these systems, the systems
designed for a sole user, such as Artificial Memory2 or
SemperWiki [18], have not been taken into account in
this study.

In the first part (Section 3.1), some projects cur-
rently inactive are presented in a chronological order,
together with a presentation of their main contribu-
tions to the domain of semantic wiki engines. In the
second part (Section 3.2), currently active projects are
presented: first the projects based on the ontologies for
wiki approach, then the projects based on the wikis for
ontologies approach.

3.1. Early projects

Platypus wiki [7] implements the wikis for ontolo-
gies approach and is one of the oldest semantic wikis.
It relies on the separation of the text of the wiki pages
from the annotations, and uses to distinct editors for
this purpose. The annotations can be made in OWL or
in RDF(S) in so-called “‘wiki metadata pages”. It en-
ables the edition of ontologies but no test for their con-
sistencies, since it does not incorporate an inference
engine. Furthermore, it only permits simple queries on
the text, not on the ontology. In this context, the goal
of the annotation is to improve navigation.

The main difference betweenRhizome [25] and the
other systems is the originality of its technical ap-
proach. It uses some applications of XLST to RDF
such as RxSLT for text formatting and RxPath for the
query language. From a conceptual point of view, It
relies on ZML, a specific wikitext which is closed to
RDF and permits to simply identify the properties in
the page. However, its implementation lacks some fea-
tures. Indeed, the pages are stored in RDF and thus can
be edited by another system, but there is no system for
controlling the consistency of the ontology. Moreover,
it does not permit advanced queries. Nevertheless, Rhi-

2http://wissensforschung.de/

zome proposes a complex management of user rights,
with mechanisms of authorization and validation.

WikSAR [3] proposes an interesting contribution
about the editing mode. Indeed, it permits to edit RDF
triples with a wikitext language easily understandable
by the users. From such a text in this wikitext for-
mat, it extracts an ontology in which the user can nav-
igate thanks to as specific tool (but it does not guarran-
tee the consistency of this ontology). It uses metadatas
for proposing a faceted navigation and uses advanced
queries such as “Who is the author ofHamlet?” Previ-
ous versions of this system were known asSHAWN.

Kaukulo [11] implements theWikis for Ontologies
approach in its simplest vision. It contains an editor
of RDF triples including an interesting autocompletion
mechanism. One can note that this system is the first
one to propose to import RDF(S) ontologies, which is
still relatively rare.

COW [9] follows a similar approach. It proposes a
storage of texts separated from the ontology and in-
cludes a version management. It also uses the concept
of query model, which enables to automatically list the
elements of a page thanks to a query inserted during
the editing phase.

Several wikis implement the ontologies for wikis
approach.Sweetwiki [6] is one of them. This wiki
enables to create and to annotate collectively pages
that may contain different types of resources, such
as texts, photos, or videos. It differs from the wikis
cited above on several features. First, the developers
of this system has chosen to use standards of the Web
(XHTML, XML) and of the semantic Web (RDFa3,
RDF(S), OWL, SPARQL). Second, Sweetwiki tries to
identify community by identifying user’s favourite do-
main. Thus, it builds a bridge towards the social Web.
Finally, it proposes numerous editing tools such as a
WYSIWYG editor, an auto-completion system and a
lite ontology editor.

3.2. Current engines

IkeWiki [20] is often taken as a prototypical ex-
ample of the ontologies for wiki approach. It is a
tool for collaborative knowledge management. It re-
quires a preexisting ontology. The knowledge manage-
ment uses the Jena framework, in particular its RDF
store and its SPARQL engine. The system offers dif-
ferent level of interactions with the user: there are

3http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/
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Fig. 3. Wikitext in Semantic Mediawiki and its result.

functionnalities for novices as well as functionnali-
ties for advanced users, that are well-aware of seman-
tic Web technologies. Another useful functionnality
is the import from Wikipedia: pages from Wikipedia
are imported and can be annotated afterwards thanks
to IkeWiki. Its interface is based on Ajax technolo-
gies, which enables complex interactions with the user.
Two editors are proposed. The first one is used for
editing metadata and benefits from an autocomple-
tion mechanism. The second one is used for managing
the content and is based on a WYSIWYG approach.
Recently, IkeWiki has been extended into theKiWI
project (Knowledge in WIki[21]). Its new goal is to put
to the test this vision of wikis in an industrial context,
including the issue of project management (manage-
ment of teams, of competences, of schedules, etc.).

Semantic Mediawiki [26] is taken as prototypical
example of the wikis for ontologies approach and is the
closest one to the wiki philosophy. It is an extension
of Mediawiki, the engine used by Wikipedia. For the
sake of simplicity for the user, it integrates the RDF
triples editing in its wikitext (see figure 3). In this way,
it enables to create typed links that are also useful for
indicating the attributes of the page under edition. An-
other interest of Semantic MediaWiki is linked with its
popularity: there is a large community of developers
around it, and this community produces many exten-
sions, such as editing forms, the integration of an in-
ference engine, etc. There are31 such extensions listed
on the official site of Semantic Mediawiki4. For in-
stance, the Halo extension5 proposes forms, autocom-
pletion, a WYSIWYG editor, the integration of audios
and videos files, and the integration of a SPARQL end-
point.

SWOOKI [24] is an extension of Semantic Medi-
aWiki. Its main originality is that it is intended to solve
the wiki problems that are linked to the centralization
of data. For this purpose, it integrates a peer-to-peer
architecture and an algorithm for managing concurrent
modifications.

4http://www.mediawiki.org
5http://www.projecthalo.com/

SMW+6 is a commercial and extended version of
Semantic Mediawiki. It integrates several extensions,
making SMW+ probably the most complete semantic
wiki engine. All these extensions are under the licence
GPL and can be integrated to Semantic Mediawiki.

Some systems aim at improving the semantic wiki
ergonomy by simplifying the knowledge edition. This
is the goal ofAceWiki [14] which proposes an alter-
native to RDF triples. For this purpose, it uses ACE
(Attempto Controlled English) that is a sublanguage of
English that can be easily parsed and translated into
FOL (first order logic). Then, these FOL formulas are
translated into OWL (or SWRL [31] when needed)
in order to populate the ontology. So that the syntax
and the lexic of the edited sentences follow the rules
of ACE, Acewiki proposes a predictive editor help-
ing the building of the sentence (cf. Figure 4). Each
time a modification is performed, a consistency test of
the ontology is carried out, thanks to the inference en-
gine Pellet7. Moreover, ACE is also used as a query
language. Therefore, the system can answer online to
queries such that “What are the countries having a bor-
der with Spain?” in a language close to natural lan-
guage.

The main goal ofOntoWiki [2] is also to make the
acquisition and the presentation of data easier but it
realizes this goal in a different way: it proposes effi-
cient forms and integrate RDF triples directly into the
text in wikitext with the concern of not making it more
difficult to apprehend. Furthermore, it uses interesting
functionalities such that faceted navigation, advances
statistics on users, and the integration of Web services
(iCal, GoogleMap). Finally, it proposes a management
of user communities.

Some semantic wikis specialized in some appli-
cation domains have also been developed, such as
BOWiki and SWiM.

The objective ofBOWiki [4] is to propose a tool for
collaborative design of biomedical ontologies. Each
time a new piece of knowledge is added to the ontol-
ogy, BOWiki checks the consistency and rejects it in
case of inconsistency. Therefore, the expert work is as-
sisted by this consistency checking. The inference en-
gine is also used to answer advanced queries.

SWiM [16] is a semantic wiki dedicated to the defi-
nition of mathematical notions. It is based on IkeWiki
and on the language OpenMath, which is an XML lan-

6http://wiki.ontoprise.de
7http://clarkparsia.com/pellet
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Fig. 4. AceWiki predictive editor.

guage for specifying the meaning of mathematical for-
mulas.

Some wiki engines, such as Subleme and TaOPis,
use a different way of representing knowledge.

Subleme8 is an application for information sharing,
with a very little documentation. Everything in this ap-
plication (text documents, users, access levels, etc.) is
represented by pages connected by typed links. It does
not differentiate classes from instances but manage the
relation type “is instance of”.

Much more complete and documented,TaOPis [22]
proposes tools for editing ontologies based on an
object-oriented formalism. For this purpose, instead of
using description logics or RDF(S), it uses F-Logic
(also known as frame logic), a decidable logic reusing
notions from object-based representation formalisms
and of first-order logic. TaOPis integrates Flora-2, a
specific inference engine9, using a syntax of its own
for advanced queries.

A few commercial systems related to semantic wikis
have appeared, such as Knoodl and Wikidsmart. The
most original functionalities of these systems are not
free and the companies developing them do not com-
municate with details on the technologies they use.

Knoodl10 can be described as a tool for develop-
ment of OWL ontologies and other knowledge bases
by communities of users. It incorporates functionnal-
ities of import and expert of ontologies, proposes a
management of advanced queries and a SPARQL end-
point. The idea of community is key to this system;
each community has its own wiki, integrating its spe-
cific vocabulary.

8http://code.google.com/p/subleme/
9Actually Flora-2 is the name of an inference engine as well as

the name of a logic extending F-Logic.
10http://knoodl.com

Wikidsmart11 is a part of a more complex semantic
Web application whose goal is to propose services for
commercial and human management of companies. It
proposes the same type of solutions as Knoodl.

4. Comparison of semantic wiki engines

4.1. Comparison Criteria

To compare the various active projects, we have re-
lied on several criteria, divided into four categories.
The first category is about the conceptual approach.
We specify which approach is used by the engine, ei-
ther wikis for ontologies or ontologies for wikis.

The second category allows to judge the use of se-
mantic Web technologies, relying primarily on lan-
guage knowledge representation use. The next crite-
ria are boolean: whether or not the semantic wiki en-
gine has the functionalities of import and export of
ontologies. Then, we focus on methods of reasoning
and opportunities for internal queries (query type ac-
cepted) and external (availability of a SPARQL end-
point). Most of the semantic wikis (but not all) use ad-
vanced queries, which means queries requiring a rea-
soning to be answered.

The third category deals with the usability of the
system, based on criteria specific to wikis. Annotation
mode, editing modes (WYSIWYG editor, forms, etc.),
user right management and version management are
identified.

The last section includes information on projects,
such as the programming language used, the license,
the agency that supports its development, and the sta-
bility of the system.

11http://www.zagile.com/products/wikidsmart.
html
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Table 1

Functionalities of the main semantic wiki engines.
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Table 1 compares the systems with the above-
mentioned criteria:• shows the presence of the tool
while ◦ indicates that the tool is not available or not
documented. It is interesting to note that from a global
perspective, SMW +, KiWI, and Knoodl seem to be the
most complete. The first two are references of the con-
ceptual approach they implement. We also note that
the main features expected in a wiki are met by most
systems and the implementation of semantic web stan-
dards is important. However it is regrettable that some
interesting systems such as AceWiki and TaOPis suffer
of the experimental nature of their integration in this
type of comparison.

4.2. Classifying Semantic Wikis

4.2.1. Introducing Formal Concept Analysis
Formal concept analysis(FCA) [10] is a mathemati-

cal formalism allowing to derive a concept lattice from
a formal contextK constituted of a set of objectsG, a
set of attributesM , and a binary relationI defined on
the Cartesian productG×M (in the binary table repre-
sentingG×M , the rows correspond to objects and the
columns to attributes or properties). FCA can be used
for a number of purposes among which knowledge
formalization and acquisition, lattice and ontology de-
sign, and data-mining. The concept lattice is composed
of formal concepts, or simplyconcepts, organized into
a hierarchy by a partial ordering (a subsumption rela-
tion allowing to compare concepts). Formally, a con-
cept is a pair(A,B) whereA ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , and
A is the set of all the objects sharing the whole set of
attributes inB. The concepts in a concept lattice are
computed on the basis of a Galois connection defined
by two derivation operators denoted by′:

′ : 2G → 2M

A → A′ = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ A : (g,m) ∈ I}

′ : 2M → 2G

B → B′ = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ B : (g,m) ∈ I}

Formally, a concept(A,B) verifiesA′ = B and
B′ = A. The setA is called theextent and the set
B theintent of the concept(A,B). The subsumption
(or subconcept–superconcept) relation between con-
cepts is defined as follows:(A1, B1) ⊑ (A2, B2) ⇔

A1 ⊆ A2 (12). Relying on this subsumption relation
⊑, the set of all concepts extracted from a context
K = (G,M, I) is organized within a complete lat-
tice, called theconcept latticeof K and denoted by
B(G,M, I).

Using the information contained in Table 1, two
contextsK1 andK2 dealing with two thematic have
been built: the first one is about specific tools of se-
mantic wiki and the second one is about the use of
technologies of semantic Web.

In the contextK1 = (G,M1, I1), G is the set of
the wiki engines,M1 is the set of attributes represent-
ing the specific tools of the semantic wiki, and the bi-
nary relationI1(g,m1) means that the objectg has the
functionalitym1. Table 5 describes the lattice13 result-
ing from the contextK1. The navigation in this lat-
tice allows to select the semantic wiki that matches to
the functionality needs of the users. For example, if
an inference engine, forms and advanced queries are
needed, we can easily identify a concept that has these
attributes and see that it contains four objects: KiWI,
KnowWE, Semantic Mediawiki and Wikidsmart.

We can also extract some knowledge from these lat-
tices by finding association rules.

Following the original definition by Agrawal et
al. [1] the problem of association rule mining is de-
fined as: LetG be a set of objects andM the set of
attributes. An association rule is defined as an impli-
cation of the formX −→ Y whereX,Y ⊆ M and
X ∩ Y = ∅. X −→ Y means that the objects have the
attributesX then these objects have the attributesY in
the dataset.

Because the number of possible association rules
that may be generated from a dataset is huge, it is im-
portant to restrict the interest to those that occur of-
ten and that predict with a high confidence. These two
properties that describe the interestingness of a rule are
called support (s) and confidence (c). The support of
a rule is defined as the proportion of objects that have
the considered attributes. The confidence of a rule is
the number of time that the left hand side and the right
hand side of the rule appear together divided by the
number of times that the left hand side of the rule ap-
pears in the dataset.

12or B2 ⊆ B1, which is equivalent: it can be shown that if
(A1, B1) and (A2, B2) are two concepts thenA1 ⊆ A2 if and
only if B2 ⊆ B1.

13Lattices were built with ConExp [33]
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AceWiki × × × ×

BoWiki × × ×

KiWI × × × × ×

Knoodl × × ×

KnowWE × × × × ×

OntoWiki × × × ×

SMW × × × × ×

Subleme × × ×

SWim × × ×

TaOPis × × × ×

Wikidsmart × × × × ×

Table 2

The context of semantic wiki engines and their functionalities.

4.2.2. Observations about semantic wiki
functionalities

The first FCA classification focuses on engine func-
tionalities that are specific to semantic wikis. In the
contextK1, the approach (either wikis for ontologies
or ontologies for wikis), the ability to do advanced
queries, the annotation type (either in the text or sep-
arated), and the presence of forms and an inference
engine are used as attributes. The resulting lattice is
shown in Figure 5.

Some interesting association rules can be extracted.
For example, the rules "Annotations in the text−→
Wikis for ontologies" and "Annotations separated−→
Ontologies for wikis", which both have a confidence
of 75%, allow to distinguish how the difference be-
tween wikis for ontologies approach and ontologies for
wikis approach is highlighted in the creation of anno-
tations. Indeed, the ontologies for wikis approach is
more focused on the underlying ontology building and
wants to surely identify added knowledge, while the
wikis for ontologies approach is more closed to the
text meaning, as in traditional wikis. The distinction is
also shown by the rule "Ontologies for wikis−→ ad-
vanced queries" (confidence: 100%). The presence of
advanced queries means that the engine is conceived
for the exploitation of ontology, that inducts in most
of the cases the use of inference engine, as shown by
the rule "inference engine−→ advanced query" (con-
fidence: 88%). However, the rule "Wikis for ontolo-
gies−→ inference engine" (confidence: 100%) shows
that engines which use this approach do not neglect
exploitation of knowledge .
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AceWiki × × ×

BoWiki × × × × ×

KiWI × × × × × ×

Knoodl × × × ×

KnowWE × × × × ×

OntoWiki × × × × × ×

SMW × × × × × ×

Subleme ×

SWim × × × ×

TaOPis × × ×

Wikidsmart × × ×

Table 3

The context of semantic wiki engines and their use of semantic
technologies.

4.2.3. Observations about interoperability
The second classification examines the potential of

wiki engines in the use of semantic Web technologies
and standards. This use is important because it will en-
sure the interoperability of the system. It is therefore
interesting to link interoperability with the selected ap-
proach. In addition, the use of standard OWL and an
inference engine, the presence of SPARQL endpoint
and an RDF store, and the possibilities of export and
import permit to highlight the integration capabilities
system in the semantic Web. All these attributes are
noted in the contextK2 (Table 3) and the resulting lat-
tice (Figure 6).

From this point of view, the rules "import−→OWL,
Ontologies for wikis"(confidence: 100%), "Ontologies
for wikis −→ Export"(confidence: 83%) and "OWL,
Ontologies for wikis−→ Export"(confidence: 100%)
show the great importance for engines that use the on-
tologies for wikis to integrate standard and allow the
use of results by other systems. Navigating the lattice
allows us to note that no system of wikis for ontolo-
gies approach allow import ontologies. However, This
remark has to be qualified since Semantic MediaWiki
is currently experimenting with an extension to bridge
this gap [15].

The rules "OWL, SPARQL endpoint, RDF store
−→ Export, Inference engine" and "RDF store−→
SPARQL endpoint" are indicative of the use of frame-
work dedicated to semantic Web. Indeed, frameworks
such as Sesame or Jena allow the integration of RDF
store and SPARQL endpoint and manage the OWL
standard.
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Fig. 5. Concept lattice of semantic wiki engines and their functionalities.

Fig. 6. Concept lattice of semantic wiki engines and their useof semantic technologies.
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4.3. Some other arguments for choosing

In the construction of a semantic wiki, the choice
of engine is not necessarily trivial. The first question
to ask is about its use and the available resources. If
there is a pre-existing ontology, then an engine that
implements the approach ontologies for wikis should
be used. Engines using wikis for ontologies approach
is rather intended the emergence of ontologies. In
the case of using a controlled vocabulary, AceWiki
and Semantic MediaWiki coupled Halo extension pro-
vide interesting possibilities. One might also note that
some systems are dedicated to a specific area, such as
BOWiki for bio-medicine and Swim for mathematics.
From a functional standpoint, some systems have in-
teresting technologies for the semantic Web, such as
SPARQL endpoints and RDF store.

In addition, we must also take into account the de-
gree of system stability. Thus, only those being rated
as stable can be put into production.

Finally, the size of the community around the
project provides a good indicator of project monitor-
ing. From this point of view, Semantic MediaWiki and
KiWI seem to be best placed.

5. Conclusion and discussion

This paper is a survey about semantic wiki engines.
It has presented the context of semantic wikis and then
has defined them as tools for knowledge management,
which may become the backbone of the semantic Web.
These systems have already been put to the test in var-
ious domains, such as education, cooking, and human
resource management. From now on, they are con-
fronted to several challenges: the complexity of the an-
notation, the interoperability, the data migration from
existing systems, the centralization of data, the integra-
tion of communities, etc.

The systems presented above propose parts of an-
swers to these issues. The adaptation of wikitext in
Semantic MediaWiki and OntoWiki, the forms and
the auto-completion in IkeWiki/KiWI and the con-
trolled language in AceWiki make easier the knowl-
edge editing. Furthermore, the use of semantic Web
standards, such as OWL or SPARQL, tends to become
widespread and some alternative architectures are de-
veloped (e.g., SWOOKI). IkeWiki proposes the import
of pages from Wikipedia, which constitutes a progress
for the issue of data migration, whereas OntoWiki pro-
vides a system for community management.

However, there are some remaining limitations of
current semantic wiki engines. For example, one can
regret the lack of import functionnalities of OWL on-
tologies or RDF(S) knowledge bases, which is harm-
ful to the integration with other semantic Web systems.
Another limitation is the fact that the wikitexts follow
different syntaxes, from a system to another one. This
is also the case for most of the query systems, still
complex to handle by non expert users. Finally, it can
be noticed that the wikis for ontologies approach does
no guarrantee the homogeneity of the knowledge base,
since this one may contain different resources with the
same semantics. Currently, the only solution to this is-
sue seems to be the manual control of resource addi-
tions by a knowledge engineer.
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